
society.

The members of a society are recruited by and 
large by means of sexual rejjroduction within the 
group. While this statement would seem at first 
glance to admit any number of .social groupings - 
such as specific clans; or dynasties - to the 
status of a 'society', it should be rememh ■■r<.\l 
that BUCh groupings would be disqualified on the 
basis of other characteristics which they exhibit 
or fail to exhibit. Irjiigratioi. or conquest, or 
other means, could serve as a *ray of gaining ad
ditional. no: ners for a society, but a society is 
entirely dependent on sexual reproduction by its 
members for the admission of new recruits to a 
significant degree.
A society is generally considered to have a com
prehensive c"lture. The term 'culture' has been 
considered in the previous section, and it is not 
proposed to reiterate here the statements made 
about culture. Tt is important to note, however, 
that the culture of a society must be compre
hensive, not in the sense that it embraces the 
totality of human culture, but rather that it 
provides for a sufficient diversity of culture 
patterns to enable the group to fulfil all the 
requirements of social life. In addition, a 
society may be considered to exist where, other 
factors being equal, there is cultural self- 
sufficieney. Patterns of trade, for example, may 
be discerned between varying groups. But what is 
important is that those patterns be character
istics first of the specific group within which 
they take place, and only secondarily of the 
relationship which exists between the groups. Tt 
is clear that there are many borderline cas(>s.
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The Bantu in South Africa, for example, have a 
distinctive culture of their own. But it is not 
clear to whet extent such patterns would survive 
at the tribal .level, were it not for some of the 
patterns which have been superimposed by the 
ruling White government of the country (79)- The 
point has been made (80) that while cultural 
norms may vary widely froi lety to society, 
it is important that there be norms of a partic
ular kind. in the given society.
/ final characteristic of a society is indepen
dence. A society cannot be a sub-group of any 
other group. In the South African situation, 
therefore, the Bantu constitute an independent 
r ■’ ‘v in the t.ense that, while they are poli- 
> •’ ,y dominated hy another group, they are not 
be'i absorbed by that group, or .integrated with 
it.
The statements made above have been summed up in 
a rat her different way by Ottaway (81), who has 
insist', i on a distinction between a society and 
a community. For Cutaway, a society is

"a kind of community (or a part of a community) 
whore members have become socially conscious 
of their mode of life, are united by a common 
set of aims and values" (8 2).

The term 'community' is then taken to be a general 
word, which describes a group of people living 
together, implying that they have a sense of 
something in common - possibly living in the same 
geographical arm, or belonging to the sane kind 
of group.

For Ottaway, 1he difference between a society a 
and a community is one not so much of type rs of
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decree. The difference between a society and a 
community depends on differences in the type and 
degree of organisation in the group, and the ex
tent to which people are conscious of their social 
mode of life.

A community (83) might be considered to be a 
group of persons living in a territory where all 
share a mode of life, but not all are conscious 
of its organisation or purpose. A society consists 
of members who are socially conscious of their 
mode of life, and ar*» united by a set of aims 
and values which is more or less coj..mou (8)0.

2.3.5 Summary of points emerging from the above

From the forego .is • points it is clear that dis
tinctions cat: be’ drawn between the terms 'cul
ture', 'society' and 'community1. A society may 
be characterised in the following terms:

2.3.5.1 A society is a ('i"oup of people 
♦3,5,2 A society is a territorial group, re

cruiting its members principally by 
means of reproduction within itself, 
characterised by a comprehensive cul
ture, and having an independent 
existence.

2.3.5«3 The persons who are members of a spe
cific society share.to a certain extent 
common aims and values (8 5)

2.3.5.** The persons who are the members of a
society may form part, of a larger gen
eric group, the community.

The term 'society' as employed here, therefore, 
bears reference only to a upec.ific group of 
people living somewhere. It is not used in the
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same sense as the word 'association', which might 
refer to members of a club who share a common 
interest. Tt is used to refer to the collective 
of persons in the wider sphere wh> satisfy the 
criteria outlined above.

2.U Some comments on the concept 'Socio-Cultural'

2.1*. 1 Introduction

It is clear from the definitions which have been 
given that there is a definite point at which the 
concepts 'culture' and '{'ociety' meet (86), and 
it has already been argued that the one is un
likely to exist without the other (87). The way 
in which the two concepts might be combined de
pends on the person or persons using them, and 
it is clear that for purposes of this study some 
attention will need to be given to the way in 
which thr term is to be used her . It is clear, 
for example, that the highly pluralist*'-; nature 
of South African society renders difficult a 
definition in terms of 'common air.s and values', 
as outlined above. Kinloch (88) has explored 
various analyses of South African society in 
terms of conflict theory (89), the consensus 
view (90)» the confl.ict-consensus app'oach (91) 
and the structural boundaries of pluralism (9^)• 
All these vif-ws, however, have two aspects in 
common: those of social pluralism and cultural 
pluralism ;in reflecting the nature of the social 
order. If an analysis is to be made of 'socio
cultural factors' with reference to South Africa, 
therefore, it may be expedient to take cognisance 
of the great number of different groupings which 
exi r.t.
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2.1*.2 Social Pluralism in South Africa

The boundaries of social pluralism in South 
Africa may he considered on a number of fronts, 
and it is proposed here to followed the scheme 
outlined by Kinlcch (93). Racial pluralism is to 
be discerned in an examination of the demographic 
characteristics of Couth Africa. The largest 
group is thr bantu, followed vy Die Whiten, 
Coloured and Tndicn groups in that order (9*0 •
The Bantu constitute nn enormous majority, while 
both the Indiana and the Coloureds constitute 
very small minority groups. A comparison of the 

• racial group:; in terms of degree of urbanisation, 
birth and death ratei (95) reveals that the 
Whites, Indians and Coloureds are the most highly 
urbanised group, while the Bantu are markedly 
rural. In addition, death rates for non-Whites 
are significantly higher than for Whites. All 
these factors indicate a substantial degree of 
diversity amongst the total population of the 
country.

There are also marked differences when social 
and linguistic characteristics are compared (96) 
and of interest for this survey is the fuct that 
while English dominates as a language for most 
race groups in urban areas, Afrikna^s is predomi
nant as a rural language, except among the 
Coloured. There are at least 2h major language 
groupings in South Africa and almost as many 
dialects. Racial differences in terms of criminal 
offences, level of higher education, level of 
income and occupational class structure are also 
to be discerned (97). From available demographic 
data it is very clear that there is a very marked
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level of pluralism in South Africa on the 
structural side.

C.I4.3 Cultural Pluralism in South Africa

If there .is an much structural pluralism within 
the structure of South African soci ty as has 
been suggested above, it is to be expected that 
there will be a good deal of cultural diversity 
within South Africa us well.
A number of studies have revealed that there are 
important differences in political and social 
values when English and Afrikaans speakers are 
compared (90)> and there is evidence that amongst 
Indians there is also a wide range of differences 
(99) when cultural groupings are compared. While 
it has been argued that the Coloureds may be the 
least culturally plural group (100), the con
tention has been made that the culture of the 
Bantu is differentiated by a number of character
istics: tribalism, social clans, Westernism and 
kinship, all of which operate in an urban set
ting, but should be seen against a background of 
rviral connections (101).
Because of the great diversity, therefore, of 
the possible meaning* of the term 'socio-cult or '’, 
which could theoretically be applied to any one 
f ■ i liscerned In South Africa,

and to any of the cultural systems within it, 
some further delimitation of the term seems to 
be required.

The term 'Socio-Cultural' in the context of 
this research

For purposes of this research, the White group 
has been selected. Hr cm a sociological point1, of 
view, therefore, the following information will
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be considered:

2 J1J1 .1 Demographic factors related to urban/ 
rural dwelling; size of family; home 
language by resident ; relig: ;; marital 
status; levi'l of education; occupational 
structure; factors related to 
occupat ional mobility.

From a cultural point, of view, the following in
formation will be considered:

n1 Lues relating to per
ceptions of the teaching profession; 
statements of valuer relating to 
orientations and exp' ctations with re
gard to teaching; examination of por - 
sible cultural differences with regard 
Vo ipvolvern. nt in externa] organisations.

It is clear, therefor?, that the term 'socio
cultural1 is here used in a limited sense, 
bearing in mind the strains that are placed 
upon the> definition of the term within the 
context of the South African soci<. ty.
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CHAPTER THREE

SURVEY OF LITERATURE RELATING TO SOME SOCIOLOGICAL 
ASPECTS OF TEACHING

1 Introduction

A considerable amount of research ha- been done 
in the educational field, and no small propor
tion of this research has been devoted to the 
examination of teachers thems<lver. It is clear 
that in any society the teachers must consti
tute some sort of social force (1), and as the 
concept of 'accountability' becomes more popu
lar, it is to be expected that the teaching 
force in many countries of the world rfi.ll be 
subjected to increasingly thorough scrutiny. (?)

It is proponed in the sections which follow to 
report some of the significant research which 
has been carried out both in South Africa and 
abroad, and to try to establish to what extent 
common patterns - if any - can be discerned. It 
is then proposed to state some of the questions 
which seem to arise from the literature - 
questions whore answers have yet to be found, 
if, indeed, there are any 'answers' at all.

? A Survey of the Literature in the United 
Ki ngdom

A good deal of work has been carried on in the 
United Kingdom, and many aspects of the edu
cational system there have been very thorough
ly documented. Some of the research which has 
been carried on has led to the documentation 
of the historical development of certain as- 
p eta of Kritifih education (3). Yet other re-
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search has been more concerned with force.'; which 
are currently at work in the British educational 
system, and of particular interest in this dis
sertation is that work which is sociological in 
character.

Of particular interest is the study reported by 
Floud and Scot! (!()» who r>?port as follows:

"The history of the modern teaching profession in 
E land *nd Wales is dominated by its growth 
rapidity; in particular, its principal social 
characteristics - the social origins and academic 
quality of its members and its changing social 
status - arc to a large extent the outcome of the 
remarkable rate at which it has expanded and of 
the- political nnd economic conditions under which 
this expansion has taken place* The three great 
periods of growth have each been initiated by the 
passing of education acts - in iflYO, 190? and 
19M. How was the increase in each period met? 
Where did the new teachers come from?" (?)

Floud and Scott establish first of all that of 
teachers in their sample who are drawn from work
ing class families, sixty four per cent are moving 
out of far'lies who are working class by trn- 
dition; i.e., their families have been working 
class for nt l^ast two generations (6). The name 
factor seems to apply .in the case of women, 
which seems to mean, at least, tentatively, that 
teaching may be an avenue of social mobility for 
the bright working class child. After u fairly 
exhaustive examination of their data, and after 
comparison with national figures, Floud and Scott 
art enabled to conclude that teachers' famllcs

", • 1 alr< , 1 •. er L01 ,!:.'■■■ > ■ •'
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social mobility to a greater extent than the rest 
of the population affected only by genera.l changes 
in the occuputional structure" (7).

It would seem that at the time of this research, 
almost half of the teachers then in ser’ ice in 
England and Wales were descended from working 
class grandfathers whose sons showed a far more 
marked propensity to move upward in the social 
scale than the rest of their class.

Having established mobility, to a certain extent, 
Floud and Scott then proceed to examine the social 
origins of recruit;; to teaching at various period?. 
They conclude that

"the proportion of working class men in the entry 
through normal channels has been 1»0 per cent or 
juri under, for cl] period.'; except 1930-9, when 
it was hj per cent. Since 19^5 the entry through 
these channels from families in the intermediate 
group has risen markedly - from 1*7,6 pre-war to 
5 1 58 per cent post-war" (8).

It would seem, however, that the case of women is 
different from that of men. While there have been 
periods where there has been a high intake of 
working class girls, it would seem that since 
19J<5 the proportions of working class and middle 
class recruits have increased in relation to the 
lower working class intake.

Thus far, we are entitled to conclude that two 
points have been established: first, that teach
ing liar, served as an avenue of social mobility 
for some ; second, that there is a large propor
tion of teachers who have working class origins.
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